ABSTRACT In this paper, the problem of optimal placement of a single unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is studied, where the objective is to minimize the total transmit power required to provide wireless coverage for indoor users. Two cases of practical interest are considered, and efficient solutions to the formulated problem under these cases are presented. In the first case, the minimum transmit power required to cover the indoor users based on the location that has the maximum path loss inside the building is studied. We derive a functional relationship between the placement of the UAV and the dimensions of the building. In the second case, we assume that the locations of indoor users are randomly distributed inside the building. We propose to use an iterative algorithm and an exhaustive algorithm to optimize the placement of the UAV. We show that the minimum transmit power in the second case is much smaller than the transmit power in the first case. However, the equipment cost in the second case is relatively high. We validate the analysis by simulations and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms under different cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
UAV can be equipped with a base station or a wireless relay module to serve as an aerial platform, providing a wireless coverage for the ground users when the terrestrial cellular network becomes congested or damaged [1] . 70% of the mobile internet access traffic occurs in indoor environments [2] and the number of users in high-rise buildings is large. When a high-rise building has a disaster such as a fire, and the wired network or terrestrial cellular network is destroyed, the UAV can serve as an airborne emergency platform to provide wireless coverage for indoor users. Traditional UAV wireless coverage research is aimed at outdoor users, there are few research where UAV provide wireless coverage for indoor users. Users in high-rise buildings need greater communication guarantees because they are in a more dangerous environment than the ground users.
In terms of quantity, UAV communication can be divided into single UAV communication and multiple UAVs communication. References [3] and [4] design algorithm based on the speed, altitude and coverage radius of the drone, minimizing the deployment delay of the multiple UAVs.
Single UAV positioning is also a research hotspot, there are many people studying now. In [5] , Bor-Yaliniz et al. highlight the properties of the UAV placement problem, and formulate it as a 3D placement problem with the objective of maximizing the revenue of the network. Alzenad et al. [6] use the decoupling method to determine the placement of the UAV, where the objective is to maximize the number of covered users and to minimize the energy consumption by the UAV. This paper mainly studies the deployment of single UAV.
The wireless link from UAV base station to ground user is called an air-to-ground link (ATG). Al-Hourani et al. [7] present the ATG path loss model for the low-altitude platform (LAP). Many researchers utilize this model to study the problem of aerial base station placement. In [8] , Al-Hourani et al. simplify the path loss model in [7] according to the data in the actual scene and present an analytical approach to optimize the altitude of such platforms to provide maximum wireless coverage for the ground users. Mozaffari et al. [9] use the ATG path loss model to study the optimal placements of multiple UAVs problem, where the goal is to minimize the total required transmit power of UAVs while satisfying the users rate requirements. In [10] , Xu et al. studied the deployment problem of drones providing wireless services to outdoor 3D users, rather than outdoor to indoor communication.
The traditional ATG path loss model will no longer be suitable for indoor environments for two reasons: (1) The users are indoor, and the path loss of the link between the UAV and indoor user includes three components: outdoor path loss, building penetration path loss, and indoor path loss; (2) The location of each indoor user is 3D, the location of outdoor user is 2D.
Shakhatreh et al. [11] , [12] propose using a UAV to provide wireless coverage for indoor users during emergency cases and special events, where the objective is to find an efficient placement of a single UAV that minimizes the total transmit power required to cover the indoor users. Due to the limited transmit power of the UAV, Shakhatreh et al. [13] study the problem of minimizing the number of UAVs required to cover the indoor users. However, the propagation distance between the UAV and an indoor user is simplified in the problem of UAV placement. In [14] , Sheikh et al. study the signal propagation path of the General Building Penetration (GBP) model and emphasize that in GBP model both the LOS and NLOS paths do not penetrate through the ceiling. To investigate the building materials penetration impacts on channel bandwidth, Luo et al. [15] provide a practical evaluation method of building penetration loss based on measurements and simulations. In January 2017, the international telecommunication union (ITU-T) launched a standard research project on civil UAV communication services, officially launched the standard formulation work of international standards organization on the demand and management of civil UAV communication services [16] .
The main disadvantage of using a UAV as an aerial base station is the limited energy capacity. Minimizing the UAV transmission power will prolong the flying time of an aerial base station. In this paper, we utilize the outdoor-to-indoor path loss model in ITU-R [17] and transmission path of GBP model to study the problem of optimal placement of a single UAV, where the objective is to minimize the total transmit power required to provide wireless coverage for indoor users. Since the transmission path is a broken line, the calculation of the Shannon formula becomes more complicated. We consider two cases of practical interest and present efficient solutions to the formulated problem under these cases.
The research content and contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We establishes a path loss model and transmit power model suitable for outdoor to indoor communication according to a more realistic channel transmission model.
• In the first case, we aim to find the placement of the UAV that minimizes the transmit power required to cover the indoor users based on the location that has the maximum path loss inside the building. We derive a functional relationship between the placement of the UAV and the dimensions of the building. • In the second case, the problem of drone deployment when users in high-rise buildings are randomly distributed and movable is proposed and solved use an iterative algorithm and an exhaustive algorithm for the first time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model. In Section III, we study the placement problem of the UAV with an objective of minimizing the transmit power. Finally, we present our numerical results in Section IV and make a conclusion in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. SYSTEM SETTINGS
Assume that a high-rise building, in the shape of a rectangular prism, has dimensions of x B , y B and z B , as shown in Figure 1a . The UAV is hovering outside the building as an aerial base station. The coordinates of the UAV are (x U , y U , z U ). All users are located inside the building, and the coordinates of an indoor user is given by (x i , y i , z i ). In Figure 1b , we show the propagation path from the UAV to indoor user, where θ is the angle between LOS path to the wall and a unit vector normal to the wall, d out is the distance of LOS path, and d in is the horizontal indoor distance from an indoor user to the wall. The unit of distance is meters (m).
B. OUTDOOR-INDOOR PATH LOSS MODEL
The ATG path loss model is not suitable for indoor environments for two reasons. First, the users are indoor, and the path loss of the link between the UAV and indoor user includes three components: outdoor path loss, building penetration path loss, and indoor path loss. Second, the location of each indoor user is 3D.
The outdoor-indoor path loss model adopted in this paper is certified by ITU-R [17] . The path loss is given as follows:
In the formula (1), PL F is the basic path loss between the UAV and indoor user i. After preliminary calculation, the distance between the drone and the wall is between 40m and 50m. When the users are randomly distributed, the distance is reduced to between 20m and 30m. Since the communication distance between the drone and the wall is very short, we calculate PL with free path loss. PL B is the loss caused when the signal passing through the wall. PL I is the indoor path loss when the signal reaches a user after passing through the wall. In this path loss model, we also have α = 20, β 1 = 32.4, β 2 = 14, β 3 = 15, β 4 = 0.5, and f is the carrier frequency. The unit of path loss is db.
C. UAV TRANSMISSION POWER
According to Shannon's theorem, we get the relationship between transmit power of the UAV and path loss. The unit of the transmit power is dbm. The maximum information rate C equals B log 2 (1+ R N ), where B is the UAV bandwidth, R is the received power, and N is the noise power. Also, R = P − PL i , where P is the transmit power and PL i is the path loss from the UAV to user i. Assuming that there are M users inside the building and each user has a bandwidth of B M . The user's information rate is given by:
Now, the minimum transmit power P i of UAV required to satisfy the data rate of user i is given by:
The total transmit power of the UAV P is given by:
The minimum total transmit power of the UAV min P is given by:
Assuming that all users have the same data rate, then (2
It is obvious that the problem of finding the minimum transmit power is equivalent to the problem of finding the minimum path loss.
Next, we consider two cases of practical interest and present efficient solutions to the formulated problem under these cases. In the first case, we aim to find the placement of the UAV that minimizes the transmit power required to cover the indoor users based on the location that has the maximum path loss inside the building. In the second case, we assume that the locations of indoor users are randomly distributed inside the building.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. CASE ONE
In this case, we do not consider the specific location of each user. Our goal is to provide a full wireless coverage for high-rise building. In other words, if the locations that have the highest path loss inside the building are covered with good SNR, then the entire building is completely covered. The high-rise building is a rectangular parallelepiped, and the UAV can only select one of the five building sides to provide wireless coverage for indoor users. When we place the UAV in front of one building sides, the corners of the building will be the locations that have the highest path loss. For example, when we place the UAV in front of building side A, as shown in Figure 1 , the location that have the highest path loss are (0, 0, 1.5), (0, 0, z B − 1.5), (0, y B , z B − 1.5), (0, y B , 1.5). The ITU stipulates that the height of equipment in high-rise buildings is 1.5 meters higher than the height of this floor. The minimum path loss is:
Assume that the UAV is placed in front of building side A, then the locations that have the highest path loss are (0, 0, 1.5), (0, 0, z B − 1.5), (0, y B , z B − 1.5), (0, y B , 1.5). The indoor distance of the location that has the highest path loss is given by:
The outdoor distance between the UAV and the wall before passing through the building wall (see Figure 1 ) is given by:
In the formula (3),
All transmission paths are from UAV to side A next to user. When z U > z B − 1.5, the transmission path is from the UAV to the top of the building next to the user for the two top users((0, 0, z B − 1.5) and (0, y B , z B − 1.5)). Please note that only users who are on the same floor as the two top users can transmit signals like this. Other users are not able to transmit use this transmission path (because this transmission path will make the signal need to penetrate too many walls), so it must be transmitted from side A. If z U > z B − 1.5, then both d out and θ will become larger. The same reason when y U > y B . The constraints of the UAV placement is given by:
We utilize formula (3) and formula (1) to show that d out and 1 − cos θ will increase as (z U − (z B − 1.5)) 2 
We can notice that the problem of minimizing
PL i is equivalent to the problem of minimizing
is not directly calculated here in order to visually show that the coordinates of the UAV are determined by four edge users instead of one. Now, our objective is to find the UAV's
and z B . The formula (3) can be updated into
Substitute (4) into (1) to get PL i . We find the first derivative and the second derivative of PL i with respect to x. When the first derivative is equal to 0 and the second derivative is greater than 0, the value of x represents the distance between the UAV and the wall with the minimum PL i .
Formula (5) can be solved, but the solution is very complex. There are 5 solutions, each of which is made up of more than 100 monomial expressions, including imaginary terms. We believe that this solution with imaginary numbers is invalid and we must find a real solution. In order to find the real solution, we have the form of data fitting and find the relationship between x and x B , y B , z B .
In the data fitting process, when x B is constant, according to y B and z B , 5 different values for x can be found, only one of which is a real number, and the rest of the solutions are imaginary numbers. The relationship between y B , z B and FIGURE 2. The relationship between height,width of the high-rise building and the distance from the UAV to the wall.
FIGURE 3.
The relationship between length of the high-rise building and the distance from the UAV to the wall.
x is given in Figure. 2. Only some data results are given in the figure. If all the data results are given, the two faces will overlap and difficult to observe because the fitted R-square is 0.9999. R-square is the judgment coefficient and fitness of the regression model, which is equal to 1 for complete fitting. The value of x obtained is:
This shows that y B , z B and x are linear relationships. When y B and z B are constant, figure 3 shows the relationship between x and x B . The fitted R-square is 0.9996. The relational expression between x and x B is:
In formula (6), there is a linear relationship between x and y B , z B . (6) and (7) can be combined, but the two fittings will bring more errors, so we only use the basic expressions combined with formula (6) and formula (7 ):
Formula (8) cannot draw a 3D map, but the values of a, b, c, d, e can be calculated. Figure 4 shows the final numerical simulation results. Where R-square = 0.9999 is close to 1. p is related to the probability of significance, and it is better to be closer to 0. Our results show that p = 0. The relationship between x and x B , y B , z B is: Next, we need to find the second derivative of PL New for x.
Substituting the formula (9) into the formula (10),
> 0. Then the UAV's coordinates are
By studying the location of the UAV, we get
By using formula (9), formula (4) and formula (1 ), the UAV transmit power is given by:
In this case, we consider that the placements of indoor users are randomly distributed inside the high-rise building. According to the ITU International Standards, the height of each floor is 3 meters and the distance between the communication equipment and the ground is 1.5 meters. The location coordinate of the user i is given by (x i , y i , z i ), where x i , y i , z i satisfies the following conditions.
The total transmit power P of the UAV can be obtained by calculating the total path loss PL. Minimizing the transmit power P is equivalent to minimizing the minimum path loss PL.
In formula (12) , M (32.4 + 14 + 20 log 10 400) is a constant. When the location of UAV is changed, the locations of indoor users will not change, so
0.5d ini is a constant. Now, we calculate the formula:
We consider two cases to solve our problem. In the first case we assume that users are semi-randomly distributed d ini = d inj and in the second case we assume that users are completely randomly distributed d ini = d inj .
When d ini = d inj , we can map the coordinates of each user to one of the building sides, where the UAV must provide wireless coverage to these mapped points. In Figure 5 , when the UAV is hovering in front of building side A, the user coordinates are mapped to surface A and the user coordinates are changed from (x i , y i , z i ) to (x B , y i , z i ). Then we transform our problem from providing wireless coverage for 3D location users into 2D location users. In Figure 5b , the UAV needs to provide service for all points on the surface A, much like the model that the UAV provides services to the ground users. In [6] , Alzenad et al. prove that the horizontal coordinates and height of the UAV are irrelevant when solving the problem of UAV for Energy-Efficient Maximal Coverage. In Figure 5a , we can determine the y and z coordinates of the UAV and then determine the x coordinate of the UAV. When the user's location is given, this problem can be turned into a minimum coverage circle problem:
x Ni and y Ni are the new coordinates of the user after mapping, x Ni = z i , y Ni = y i . (x K , y K ) is the center coordinate of the smallest covered circle. The range of values of x K and y K is obtained from the mapping result of Figure 5b . Then x K = z U , y K = y U , and (y U , z U ) can be obtained by solving the formula (14) use MATLAB.
The next problem to be solved is the distance between the UAV and the wall. We can learn the methods in case one and get x by derivation. This method is very complicated. Since the location of the user is random, it is not complicated to derive the path loss of a single user, but the number of users is greater than 1, and the calculation of the derivative is very complicated. Although we ended up using the exhaustive algorithm, we still give a way to calculate the derivative.
The first derivative of PL is:
The second derivative of PL is:
Where
Obtain (y U , z U ) and r by solving the formula (14) 2. Obtain the real solution x by solving the formula (15)
> 0 end if 3. Calculate P by equations (11) and (12) 4. The surface of the UAV hovering is different, re-1.2.3 5. minP corresponds to the final x 6. Obtain x U by solving the formula (17) 7. Repeat 1-6 at regular intervals Suppose the user's 3D coordinates are known and the user coordinates are (
Substitute the user coordinates into formula (15) and formula (17) . Let Since there are multiple options for the hovering surface of the UAV, the minimum transmit power of all surfaces needs to be calculated. Select the surface with the lowest transmit power to deploy the UAV. In general, a rectangular building has five surfaces, but two surfaces are repeated, and the uppermost surface is not selected because there are too many walls. So we only need to compare two adjacent surfaces.
When the position of the user changes at a certain moment, the position of the drone at the previous moment may not cover all the current users, so the coordinates of the drone should change as the user moves. The method we take is that each time interval, the user needs to report his position to the drone, the drone updates the 2D coordinates according to the latest user coordinates, updates the center and radius of the overlay circle, and then updates x U .
The following algorithms 1, 2 and 3 are used to select the appropriate surface. The specific algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
If the method of derivation can be optimized in the future, algorithm 1 will be better.
Next we introduce the algorithm 2. This algorithm adopts the method of exhaustive search. Find y U and z U in the same way as algorithm 1. The search for x is done not by calculation, but by exhaustive search. Calculate the value of the total path loss for different x and pick the x corresponding to the smallest path loss. a is the search interval, and d is the maximum search range, which can be adjusted according to the actual situation. PL i is the path loss of a single user, and (17) 7. Repeat 1-6 at regular intervals
Algorithm 3 UAV Location Decision
Input: (12) and formula (17) get PL 1 , y U , z U 2. Substitute y U , z U into formula (12) and formula (17) get
The surface of the UAV hovering is different, re-1.2.3.4 6. minP corresponds to the final (x U , y U , z U ) 7. Repeat 1-6 at regular intervals sumPL i is the total path loss of all users. The value of x U is determined by formula (17) . The minimum total transmit power is determined by formula (12) .
When d ini = d inj , it is obvious that formula (13) is a nonconvex function. In formula (13), due to the simultaneous existence of log and radical sign, finding the eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix is complicated. To solve this problem, we propose to use algorithm 3. The algorithm 3 uses iterative method to reduce the amount of computation. First, give the random X-coordinate of the UAV. Substitute the X-coordinate into formula (12) and formula (17) , and calculate the minimum transmit power PL 1 and its corresponding Y-coordinate and Z-coordinate. Then, the newly generated Y-coordinate and Z-coordinate are brought into formula ( 12) and formula (17) to calculate the minimum transmit power PL 2 and its corresponding new X-coordinate. It repeats the same steps until PL 2 − PL 1 ≤ ε, where ε can be changed as needed for the scene. New X-coordinate will overwrite the previous X-coordinate, new Y-coordinate will overwrite the 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the simulation results for the two cases.
A. CASE ONE
When the UAV covers the entire high-rise building, we simulated the transmit power of the four extreme locations. In Fig. 6 , x B = 20m, y B = 50m, z B = 100m. According to geometric principle, we choose the height of the UAV to be z U = z B 2 = 50m. X-coordinate represents the distance between UAV and wall, Y-coordinate represents the width of the high-rise building, and Z-coordinate represents the transmit power of the UAV. The red dot in Figure 6 is the coordinate corresponding to the minimum UAV transmission power. The coordinates of the red dot is (73.25, 25, 85.6413). This coordinate proves y U = 0.5y B , and the same theory can prove that z U = 0.5z B is also correct. We substitute x B = 20m, y B = 50m, z B = 100m into formula (9) and the result is x = 52.558m ≈ 53m. Our simulation results show that the x-coordinate of the drone is 73.25m, minus the x B = 20m of the building, 73.25m − 20m = 53.25m ≈ 53m, which means that the simulation results are similar to the calculation results of the formula. In the simulation test, the adjustment accuracy found that the x-coordinate of red dot is 72.6m, which is closer to the result of formula (9) . And the results are still good after replacing x B , y B , z B . The location coordinates of the UAV is (73.25, 25, 50). In a link, the sum of the user's received power and path loss is the transmit power. We assume that the user's received power is −70dbm, which is realistic. The UAV transmitting power for the four communication links in the figure is 85.6413dbm, the transmitting power of each link is 21.410325dbm. The total transmitting power of the UAV is P = 21.410325M ≈ 21.41Mdbm where M is the number of users.
B. CASE TWO
When the UAV provides different transmit power for different indoor users, we believe that the coordinates of the indoor user are known. X-coordinate represents the height of a highrise building and Y-coordinate represents the width of a highrise building. The width of the tall building is 50m and the height is 60m. The high-rise building has 20 floors, each floor is 3 meters high. The number of users inside each floor is random, and the distribution of user locations is also random. When d ini = d inj , after the user's coordinates are mapped to the surface A, d ini will disappear and the 3D coordinates become 2D coordinates. The user's height is 3n−1.5, n = [1, 20] , n is a positive integer.
The * in Figure 7 represents the location of user. Assuming that the high-rise building has 200 users, users are semirandomly distributed, many * will appear on the same floor. Based on the cover circle algorithm and the formula (14), we found the smallest cover circle that covers all users and the coordinates of the center of the circle is (29.5652, 25.6705). This coordinate is the z U and y U in the 3D coordinates of the UAV. The user's location may change. In order to cover all users in real time, the drone needs to move. The user's location is refreshed at regular intervals, and the minimum coverage circle and the center of the circle are recalculated according to the specific location of the user. Figure 8 shows the transmit power of the drone when it provides service to the 200 semi-random users of Figure 7 . The total transmit power of the UAV is minimal when the distance between the UAV and the wall is 19.5 m, this conclusion is obtained by using the exhaustive search method in Algorithm 3. Small distance or large distance between the UAV and the building wall will cause the elevation angle to be too large or the communication distance to be too large, which will make the path loss larger. Figure 8 also shows that the formula (15) must have a real solution, and that the real solution would make the formula (16) greater than zero. The lower the carrier frequency, the smaller the total power. This transmission power model is valid for carrier frequency band 450 MHz to 6 GHz. Therefore, the UAV can utilize the appropriate carrier frequency to provide a wireless coverage for the indoor users. As the carrier frequency becomes larger, the gap of the total power becomes smaller, which is caused by the gap of log 10 (500), log 10 (800) and log 10 (1000) . From Figures 7 and 8 , we can notice that if there are a high number of indoor users inside the building, the location of the UAV is closer to the center of the surface A. In combination with Figures 7 and 8 , the 3D coordinates (39.5,23.81,28.98) of the UAV are obtained. At the same time, the minimum transmit power are obtained when the carrier frequency are 500 MHz, 800 MHz, and 1000 MHz. Please note that the calculation of the transmit power is related to the frequency. In order to more clearly see the change in the frequency of the transmission power, we use the frequency of 500 MHz, 800 MHz, and 1000 MHz, but the change of frequency will not bring about the change of the optimal position, only the change of the transmission power. Because in the formula of path loss, αlog 10 (f ) is a constant. The position of the user changes, the position of the center of the circle changes, and x U also needs to be recalculated. The movement of the drone ensures that the user is covered in real time. Figure 9 shows the deployment location of the UAV obtained by Algorithm 3 when d ini = d inj . Since the users in the high-rise buildings are mobile, the location of the users are different at different times, which means that the location of the UAV is not constant. The UAV needs to be redeployed based on the user's movements. The * in the figure is the location of the UAV deployed when 200 users are changed their locations every one minute from 0 to 9 minutes. Each * is calculated by an iterative algorithm. In the simulation, the initial X-coordinate is set to 1m according to the steps of Algorithm 3. After three iterations, the coordinates and minimum transmission power of the UAV can be found. The UAV needs to update its location every minute. We show the VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 9. The deployment location of the UAV at different times. start point and the end point in the figure. The interval time and duration can be changed according to the needs of the actual scene. If the time interval is small enough, the UAV can be considered to be continuously moving. We are giving the deployment position of the drone, this is not the moving track, but the starting position of the movement. The algorithm can automatically determine the location of the UAV based on the user's joining or removal.
In Figure 10 , we assume that x B = 20m, y B = 50m, and z B = 100m. we compare the change of the minimum transmission power of the UAV in three cases as the number of users increases. Case one is a one-time function. As the number of users increases, the transmit power increases linearly with a slope of 16. small. The two transmit powers in Case two are much smaller than the transmit power of Case one, and this gap will increase as the number of users increases. However, from the perspective of algorithm complexity, the algorithm of Case one has the lowest complexity, and only needs to calculate the formula (9) , which can be deployed faster. Case one does not need to know the exact location of the user, only need to know the number of users, and the equipment cost is low. Case two needs to know the exact location of the user, and the equipment cost is high. The difference between the two transmission powers of Case two is not large, but when d ini = d inj , it is more realistic. Choose an unused algorithm depending on the scenario you need. For example, in an emergency, the algorithm of Case one can be used first, and then the algorithm of Case two can be used for optimization.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of optimal placement of a single UAV is studied, where the objective is to minimize the total transmit power required to provide wireless coverage for indoor users. We derive a functional relationship between the placement of the UAV and the dimensions of the building based on the location that has the maximum path loss inside the building. We propose to use an iterative algorithm and an exhaustive algorithm to optimize the placement of the UAV when the locations of indoor users are randomly distributed inside the building. In the future, we will study the location deployment of the UAV while providing services to multiple high-rise buildings with minimum transmission power or maximum bandwidth utilization. 
